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Abstract
Two studies were conducted to explore different but complimentary areas of visual design in
relation to HCI, to further the recent expanse of research into non-utilitarian design.
The first study used a materials analysis approach to validate the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire
and explore the nature of immediate affective reactions, building upon prior research by
Plumley (2006), who had used subjects analysis. Participants used the questionnaire to rate 30
web pages that were presented for 50 ms each. A factor analysis of questionnaire responses
revealed there were two factors that explained 86.7% of the variance. These two factors did
not see a clear split between pragmatic and hedonic components however, which may present
support for Lavie & Tractinsky's (2004) theory of “classical” and “expressive” aesthetics.
In the second study, 17 visual design heuristics were created based on the principles in
“Designing Visual Interfaces” by Mullet and Sano (1995). A pilot study was used to test the
inter-rater reliability, after which the heuristics were used to analyse all 30 of the web pages
used in the first study. Factor scores were calculated using data from the first study and
compared with the heuristic scores. The results showed that there was a correlation between
the judgements made by participants in the first study, and those made by the HCI
practitioners performing a heuristic analysis in the second study. This not only validates the
AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire further, but also suggests that visual appeal can be assessed
within 50 ms, which mirrors the findings of Lindgaard et al. (2006).
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1. Introduction
Since the 1980s, the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has been providing theories,
concepts, methods, and practices for the design of interfaces, focusing on usability of digital
products (Udsen & Jørgensen, 2005). Traditionally studies of usability have focused on the
pragmatic quality of products, which include: efficiency, effectiveness and learnability.
The proliferation of digital products and the World Wide Web within people’s homes and
places of work, means that the usability of digital products and services is becoming of
paramount importance.
The international standard ISO 9241-11 ("ISO 9241: Part 11," 2007) states that there are three
cornerstones of usability: efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. It is often the case that
efficiency and effectiveness are given more focus, because they can be objectively assessed
using measurable attributes such as learnability, speed of user task performance and user
error rates (Hartson, 1998; Norman, 2004a). Satisfaction on the other hand is subjective,
(Hassenzahl, 2001) and sometimes seen as a by-product of general usability, it is not only
dependent on the person, but also on the context in which the product is being used
(Lindgaard & Dudek, 2003).
There is an emerging trend in research literature that acknowledges the need to explore more
creative and innovative forms of human-computer interaction (Udsen & Jørgensen, 2005).
Recently there has been a drive to look beyond function and explore the different elements
that influence people’s perceptions of usability, one such area is that of aesthetics.
There are two very compelling reasons why aesthetics of interactive systems is drawing
increasing attention. Several studies have shown that there is a correlation between aesthetics
and perceived usability of a system (Kurosu & Kashimura, 1995; Tractinsky, 1997; Tractinsky,
Katz & Ikar, 2000) although some doubt that such a link exists (Hassenzahl, 2004). Secondly, it
has been theorised that aesthetic elements of an interface are processed first and influence
subsequent perceptions of the system. Studies have shown that these aesthetics impressions
are formed in as little as 50 milliseconds (Lindgaard, Fernandes, Dudek, & Brown, 2006;
Tractinsky, Cokhavi, Kirschenbaum, & Sharfi, 2006).
While existing literature about aesthetics in relation to consumer products is quite substantial
(e.g. Norman, 2004b), empirical research in the field of HCI is just beginning (Hassenzahl, 2004;
Tractinsky, 1997). Research into the influence of hedonic qualities, as well as beauty and
goodness, has attempted to define what these principles mean for the HCI community and
create a groundwork for future studies.
This study has covered two different aspects of the relationship between aesthetics and
usability. The first half has looked at immediate affective reactions in users and how these can
be measured using a short-form materials analysis questionnaire, which follows on from some
previous research (Plumley, 2006). The second half proposes a set of heuristics for analysing
visual design based on the principles outlined by Mullet and Sano (1995), in their book
“Designing Visual Interfaces”.
These two studies explore different but complimentary areas of visual design in relation to HCI
and more specifically websites. While the first study looks at how aesthetics can be measured
in a way that allows different websites to be compared, the second study provides a set of
02/09/2007
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heuristics that can be used to analyse and improve visual design. Each study explores a part of
HCI that has been often neglected in research. Individually the studies provide insights into
how aesthetics can be measured and applied to websites. Combined, the studies provide a
comprehensive look at how website aesthetics can be assessed.

2. Background
2.1 A brief history of aesthetics
Aesthetics has a very far reaching history and its development was largely influenced by art in
six great ancient civilisations; Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, Rome, India, and China. It was
Greece however that had the greatest influence on the development of aesthetics in the West,
where originally aesthetic values appeared as a reformulation of ideas about beauty (Lavie &
Tractinsky, 2004). For example, the Greek philosopher Plato felt that an object’s beauty came
from its proportions, harmony and unity, while Aristotle believed beauty was derived from
order, symmetry and definiteness.
Modern Western aesthetic thinking is thought to have first emerged in 1750, when the
German philosopher Baumgarten published the book Aesthetica, giving rise to aesthetics as a
philosophical discipline (Udsen & Jørgensen, 2005). Baumgarten introduced the idea of
aesthetics as the study of how people experience the world through their senses. He argued
that perfection of sensory awareness is to be found in the perception of beauty. By the end of
the eighteenth century, “aesthetics” had become an integral part of general language (Lavie &
Tractinsky, 2004).
Beauty for the sake of beauty is a relatively new concept in Western society. Greek
philosophers judged artefacts primarily on how suitable they were for their intended use and
on the quality of their craftsmanship. During the renaissance, beauty was seen as a part of
nature and beauty in design was a result of natural beauty (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004).
Traditionally, approaches to aesthetics have been developed by studying works of art,
architecture and natural landscapes. This has lead to much debate between philosophers
attempting to define aesthetics and resulted in extensive empirical studies that have tried to
take a more scientific approach to aesthetics.
The role of aesthetics in design started out in a simple fashion, because beauty and usefulness
were seen as one and the same. However, the industrial revolution placed an emphasis on
mass production and aesthetic considerations were neglected. In the early twentieth century
industrial design pioneers Loewy and Dreyfuss, introduced an aesthetic approach to their mass
produced designs because they recognised its marketing value (Petroski, 1993 as cited in Lavie
& Tractinsky, 2004).
Aesthetics can play a key role in satisfying the human requirements of a design. Yamamoto
and Lambert (1994) discovered that aesthetically pleasing properties have a positive influence
on people’s preference of products, leading them to conclude that industrial design can be a
“competitive weapon” (p. 317).
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In his book “The Design of Everyday Things”, Donald Norman (1998, pp. 151-155) ridicules
designers who put aesthetics before usability and while this may be the case in some
situations, recently it has been argued that too much emphasis is placed on assessing
performance of products and not enough on aspects that enhance user satisfaction, like
aesthetics.

2.2 The rise of non-utilitarian design
Recently theorists have been discussing how non-utilitarian aspects, such as beauty,
enjoyment and fun can be integrated into HCI (Blythe, Overbeeke, Monk, & Wright, Eds., 2004;
Hassenzahl, 2004; Shneiderman, 2004). Previously HCI has been suspicious about aesthetics,
and highly aesthetic products have sometimes been accused of hiding “harm behind [their]
beauty” (Russo & De Moraes, 2003, p. 146, as cited in Hassenzahl, 2004).
Shneiderman (2004) discusses at length how interfaces can be designed to be more fun. He
states that designers are now “beginning to develop theories of user engagement through funfeatures: alluring metaphors, compelling content, attractive graphics, appealing animations,
and satisfying sounds” (p. 49). Shneiderman’s view is that these features should be attended
to after functionality and usability have been accommodated in a product’s design, but others
would argue that a more holistic view should be taken of the elements that fulfil users’ needs
and make a product successful (Hassenzahl, 2004).
Some theorists have suggested that even the broadest definitions of usability, lack
consideration of enjoyment and satisfaction (Hassenzahl, 2001). As a result there has been an
attempt to introduce new terms within HCI that can better explain usability factors, such as:
pleasure (Jordan, 2000), emotion (Norman, 2004b), beauty (Tractinsky, 1997) and goodness
(Hassenzahl, 2004).
In his book “Emotional Design”, Norman (2004b) states that aesthetic design can be more
influential in affecting user preferences than functional usability. This claim reflects wellestablished knowledge in marketing, product design, and social psychology, which is that
beauty influences people’s reactions. When applied to a product, it is a major factor that can
determine marketplace success or failure (De Angeli, Sutcliffe, & Hartmann, 2006).
This view is supported by some empirical studies, such as the research by Schenkman and
Jönsson (2000) who asked participants to rate several web pages based upon: overall
impression, beauty, meaningfulness, comprehension, order, legibility, and complexity. The
results indicated that beauty was the closest related to overall impression.
Aesthetics has been shown to go beyond usability in affecting user perceptions. A study by
Karvonen (2000) documented how “beauty may be the decisive factor when wondering
whether or not to trust a service enough to conduct business online” (p. 87). Fogg, et al. (2003)
had similar findings when they carried out a large study of over 2,500 participants, which
investigated the factors that affected user perceptions of website credibility. They found that it
was the “design look” (p. 5) that generated most user comments, and had the greatest
influence on user opinions.
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Non-utilitarian aspects of design are being taken extremely seriously by theorists and
practitioners alike. This is because studies have shown that aesthetics can be a good (if not the
best) indicator of a product’s overall impression and general user satisfaction.

2.3 The link between aesthetics and usability
In 1995 two researchers Kurosu and Kashimura presented a conference paper that explored a
possible link between aesthetics and perceived usability. Their study involved the use of
different ATM machines, which were identical in function, had the same number of buttons
and all operated in the same way. However, some had the buttons and screen layouts
arranged attractively and others unattractively. Kurosu and Kashimura (1995a) found that the
attractive ones were perceived to be easier to use and there was a high correlation between
judgements of aesthetics and apparent usability (r = 0.589).
In the second part of their study, Kurosu and Kashimura (1995b) asked participants to perform
ratings of usability and aesthetics before and after interacting with their ATM designs. They
found that pre and post interaction ratings of aesthetics were stable (r = 0.896), but the
correlation between perceptions of usability and actual usability were negligible (r = 0.286).
This suggests that while apparent usability, based on visual assessment was influenced by
aesthetics the ratings of actual usability were not biased in the same way. Participants changed
their ratings based on their interaction experience.
Noam Tractinsky (1997; Tractinsky et al., 2000), conducted two further studies in order to
validate and replicate the findings of Kurosu and Kashimura. In the first study Tractinsky (1997)
employed the same procedure, but also added an additional experiment that separated
aesthetics and usability evaluations into two separate stages to eliminate any response
dependency. The results matched those of Kurosu and Kashimura, with participants’ ratings of
usability showing a strong positive correlation to aesthetics.
In the second study Tractinsky et al. (2000) explored both pre and post interaction ratings of
aesthetics and usability. Once again there was a strong relationship between ratings of
interface aesthetics and perceptions of usability, however, contrary to Kurosu and Kashimura’s
findings, the relationship was sustained even after actual system use. Tractinsky et al. (2000, p.
140) goes so far as to say that “post-experimental perceptions of system usability were
affected by the interface's aesthetics and not by the actual usability of the system”.
De Angeli, Sutcliffe, and Hartmann (2006) performed a similar study to Kurosu, Kashimura and
Tractinsky using websites instead of ATM machines. The two websites used had identical
content, but radically different user interface design. One was a traditional menu-based style,
the other exploited animated metaphors and more aesthetic features (De Angeli et al. 2006,
p.272).
De Angeli et al. (2006, p.279) state that they discovered a “framing effect” whereby user
judgements of aesthetics and overall preference varied according to the task they were set.
Overall users preferred the more aesthetic metaphor-based website, even though it had been
rated as having worse usability. However, when given a task that involved more serious use
the traditional menu-based site was favoured. De Angeli et al. (2006) argue that judgements of
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aesthetics are contextually dependent and that users’ perceptions of aesthetics in relation to
website quality are more complex then suggested in previous studies.
Not all research has replicated these findings. Hassenzahl (2004) carried out two studies which
aimed to explore the interplay between user-perceived usability, hedonic attributes,
satisfaction (goodness) and beauty of four different MP3-player skins, both pre and post
interaction.
In the first study, participants were asked to rate the qualities of the MP3-player skins based
on visual inspection alone, using the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire (see section 2.5). The results
showed that judgements of beauty were unrelated to perceived usability of the software
interface. In the second study, participants were asked to rate the qualities of the MP3-player
skins before and after interaction, again using the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire. The results
showed that while ratings of beauty were not affected by interaction, the judgements of
usability and overall goodness were significantly altered. Hassenzahl’s (2004) results indicate
that users are capable of changing their opinions of a system quite readily after interaction and
their judgements are not biased by appearance.
Hassenzahl (2004) concluded that “no substantial relation between actual or perceived
usability and beauty was found” (p. 345). However, he did find that the aesthetically pleasing
skins meant that the MP3-players were judged to be better than the less-pleasing ones, even if
they were equally easy to use. Hassenzahl (2004) suggests that the difference is not in the
beauty, but rather the goodness. He also suggests that goodness is a combination of hedonic
identification, perceived usability and mental effort (which is related to actual usability), while
beauty is solely related to hedonic identification.
Despite Hassenzahl’s findings, a recent study by (Schrepp, Held, & Laugwitz, 2006) (2006) into
the effect of hedonic quality on the “attractiveness” of business management software, found
a high correlation between hedonic and pragmatic qualities. The study used three variants of
business management software, which were all identical in functionality, but had different
visual design and navigation elements. Users rated screen-shots of the interfaces showing a
typical business scenario using the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire.
Schrepp et al. (2006) were expecting to find that pragmatic quality would have a stronger
influence than hedonic quality on the user preferences of the software, due to the fact that
“users perceive business management software mainly as a tool which helps them to manage
their daily work” (p. 1056), but this was not the case. The results of the study indicate that
both pragmatic quality and hedonic quality seem to have nearly the same impact on user
preferences.
These different results may be explained by the findings of Lindgaard and Dudek (2003), which
showed that the relation between appeal and perceived usability does not exist for all types of
interfaces. Schrepp et al. (2006) argue that the importance of user experience factors in the
evaluation process may vary depending on the qualities of a particular user interface.
Although the link between aesthetics and perceived usability is still being debated, researchers
such as Tractinsky (2000) and Norman (2004b) argue that an interface’s aesthetic qualities may
trigger an affective response in users that influences subsequent cognitive processes. As a
result of this, a user’s first impressions may greatly influence their overall judgment of a
02/09/2007
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system, because the decision to like or dislike an incoming stimulus is based on the
interpretation of a visceral response that is felt rather than thought (Damasio, 2000, as cited in
Lindgaard, 2006).

2.4 The importance of first impressions
First impressions can have a very powerful influence, for example social psychology research
has shown that initial social perceptions persist even after strong evidence is presented to the
contrary (Tractinsky et al., 2000). In marketing research literature, this effect is sometimes
referred to as a ‘halo effect’. The halo effect occurs when a first impression affects the
evaluation of other attributes of a product. Alternatively the phenomenon is sometimes
referred to as a cognitive ‘confirmation bias’ (Mynatt, Doherty & Tweeney, 1977, as cited in
Lindgaard & Dudek, 2003) whereby people tend to search exclusively for evidence that
supports their view, while ignoring evidence to the contrary, meaning that they will not revise
their judgements even if strong opposing evidence is present.
As a result of this influence, a very positive first impression may mean that a person disregards
negative aspects encountered later. Alternatively a negative first impression, may lead to a
user overlooking positive attributes and therefore fail to revise their initial judgement.
A study carried out by Zajonc (1980, as cited in Lindgaard et al., 2006) demonstrated that
preferences for stimuli could develop in as little as 1-5 milliseconds. These preferences can be
strengthened by repeat exposure, in what is known as “mere exposure” (p. 116) effect.
Therefore, not only can first impressions influence subsequent interactions with a product, but
they can also be formed within milliseconds.
Norman (2004b) has written extensively about the way in which emotional responses to a
product can affect the way in which it is perceived. He states that there are three levels of
human information processing, which give rise to three different levels of beauty. These are
the visceral and behaviour levels which are subconscious and the reflective level which is
conscious (Norman, 2004a).
The level most closely tied to first impressions is the visceral level. It is perceptually based and
gives rise to immediate judgements such as good or bad, safe or dangerous. Norman (2004a, p.
5) states that “if there is any level at which beauty is associated with the object itself, it is at
the visceral level”. Only simple pattern recognition is possible at this level, but it can bias the
other levels of processing.
Every action a person makes had a cognitive component to assign meaning and an affective
component to assign value. Isen (1983, as cited in Tractinsky, Katz, & Ikar, 2000) demonstrated
that positive affect can improve decision making and creativity. Based on these findings,
Tractinsky et al. (2000) states that the positive affect created by aesthetically pleasing
interfaces may therefore help to improve users’ performance. Norman (2004b) comments on
how a state of positive or negative affect begins at the visceral level, therefore it takes only
milliseconds to form. He also suggests that someone who is in a happy and relaxed mood is
more creative and more able to overlook and cope with usability problems, due to
neurotransmitters broadening brain processing. By contrast, when someone is anxious or
otherwise unhappy, neurotransmitters bias the brain to become more focused and thus users
02/09/2007
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will be more aware of any problems encountered. Based on this fact, Norman (2004b, p. 26)
states that “designers can get away with more if the product is fun and enjoyable”.
A recent paper by Lindgaard et al. (2006) has begun to uncover what rapid information
processing and the halo effect can mean for HCI. Three studies were conducted to discover
how quickly people can form an opinion about the visual appeal of web pages. In the first
study, participants rated the visual appeal of web pages that were presented to them for 500
milliseconds each. The second study replicated the first, but each web page was also rated on
seven design dimensions. The third study again replicated the 500 milliseconds test, but also
added a 50 millisecond condition.
Throughout each of the studies, ratings of visual appeal were highly correlated, including
between the 50 ms and 500 ms conditions (r = 0.947). Lindgaard et al. (2006) suggests that this
means that visual appeal can be assessed in as little as 50 ms and therefore the first
impression of a web page can be formed in the same amount of time.
Tractinsky et al. (2006) replicated and extended the study that Lindgaard et al. (2006) carried
out. In their experiment, the average attractiveness ratings given after 500 ms were highly
correlated with those given after 10 seconds. In addition, extreme evaluations (both positive
and negative) were made faster than moderate evaluations, which Tractinsky et al. (2006)
suggests supports the hypothesis of immediate impression. Perhaps more importantly, it is
also proposed that the results indirectly reveal that visual aesthetics have an important
influence of user’s evaluations of “IT artefacts” and in their attitudes towards interactive
systems.
A halo effect resulting from good aesthetics cannot cover severe problems however, as
Hartmann, Sutcliffe, and De Angeli, (2007) point out, the effect may be lost altogether if users
lose trust in a system.
While it seems clear that HCI researchers understand the importance of taking a more holistic
view of user experience, there are still ongoing efforts to try and define the elements that
contribute to it, such as aesthetics.

2.5 Measuring aesthetics
Some efforts have been made by researchers to quantify aesthetics and apply scientific
measurements to the concept. In 1932, American mathematician Birkhoff attempted to
produce a mathematical theory for measuring aesthetics. He devised a formula to measure the
relative importance of aesthetic factors involved in an aesthetic experience (Solomon, 2004).
Birkoff’s endeavour to devise this universal formula was incredibly ambitious and did not
succeed in becoming widely adopted. Approaches which attempt to enforce an “absolute
measure” (Solomon, 2004) for aesthetics are often argued against because of the subjective
nature of the topic.
As discussed in Section 2.3, in the field of human-computer interaction, most of the research
into aesthetics has concentrated on exploring and defining the link between aesthetics and
usability. These types of studies centre on gathering the perceptions of users, not investigating
the aesthetics of the artefacts in question. There have been however, a few studies which have
looked at uncovering ways of measuring aesthetics in an HCI context.
02/09/2007
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A study by Lavie and Tractinsky (2004) aimed to develop a way of measuring perceived website
aesthetics. The four experiments conducted in the study identified two factors that were
affecting participant’s ratings of aesthetics. They are described as “classical aesthetics” which
emphasises orderly and clear design and “expressive aesthetics” which comes from a
designer’s creativity and originality. Both of these aesthetic dimensions were measured on a
five item scale and proved to be clearly distinguishable from each other. The intention of the
study was to reinforce aesthetics as “a distinguishable, measurable construct in the field of
human–computer interaction” (p. 292) and explore the relationship between the perception of
aesthetics and usability.
In a similar vein, while researching the interplay between beauty, goodness and usability,
Hassenzahl (2003, 2004) developed the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire. The questionnaire makes
use of a model also developed by Hassenzahl, which assumes users define product attributes
by combining a product’s features with personal experiences and standards (Hassenzahl,
2004). The questionnaire was used by Hassenzahl (2004) in his study of MP3-payer skins and it
has also been used by Schrepp, et al (2006) in their study of business management software.
However, the aim of these studies was to discover the elements that affect user perceptions,
not analyse the artefacts used as stimuli.
The AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire consists of twenty-one 7-point items with bipolar verbal
anchors, which measure pragmatic qualities, hedonic qualities and overall appeal. Originally
the questionnaire was in German and has subsequently been translated into English. The
result is that some of the questions can be unclear or seem out of place when analysing
websites.
Professor Monk of York University (personal communication, June 13, 2007) developed the
questionnaire further and created the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire. His aim was to create the
shortest useful version of AttrakDiff for evaluating websites. Monk’s questionnaire also
measures pragmatic qualities, hedonic qualities and overall appeal but has been refined so
that it only contains ten items (see Section 4).
The type of studies undertaken by Lavie and Tractinsky (2004) and (Schrepp, Held, & Laugwitz,
2006)) rely on a high number of participants, with a relatively low number of artefacts to
analyse. Although the studies did explore the measurement of aesthetics, they primarily
concentrated on the perceptions of participants. In contrast, the AttrakDiff Lite is a materials
analysis questionnaire, so it is intended for use when there are a greater number of artefacts
than participants. This is because it is intended to be used for comparing websites not
participants.
A study by Plumley (2006) made use of the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire. The study explored
the association between perceptions of aesthetics and usability by performing a subjects
analysis, and at the same time began work on validating AttrakDiff Lite. This study continued
work on validating the questionnaire using a materials analysis approach. Details of the study
are discussed in section 5.
(Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004) emphasise that developing valid aesthetic measures is essential for
future study, which will facilitate better understanding of human-computer interaction. By
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measuring aesthetics, a greater understanding of how to approach visual design in HCI can be
gained.

2.6 Understanding visual design
Aesthetics is an elusive and confusing construct, furthermore the similarity and overlap
between aesthetics and beauty is unclear. As Lindgaard et al. (2006) highlights, they can be
interpreted as properties of objects, subjective experiences, emotional reactions or creative
judgements.
Although the amount of attention paid to aesthetics is growing in the field of HCI, traditional
methods of usability assessment, such as heuristic evaluation only contain minimal visual
design components.
In their book “Designing Visual Interfaces”, Mullet and Sano (1995) describe a set of
“fundamental techniques used routinely by practitioners of communication-oriented visual
design” (p. xi). These techniques are intended to be used by anyone who wants to enhance the
visual quality of a graphical user interface. As Sutcliffe (2001) points out, interaction designers
such as Mullet and Sano (1995) have given guidance in the form of examples and scenarios,
but it is up to the practitioner to interpret the techniques and apply them in a design context.
More recently Lawrence and Tavakol, (2006) published a book entitled “Balanced Website
Design”, which promises to help in “optimising aesthetics, usability and purpose”. While
Lawrence and Tavakol (2006) provide a good procedure for creating a website while keeping
aesthetics in mind, they do not provide the same focus on visual design provided by Mullet
and Sano (1995).
Other sources of guidance in visual design for HCI practitioners tend to come from style guides,
which are aimed at specific development environments, such as Apple’s OS X (Apple Human
Interface Guidelines, 2007) or Java (Java Look and Feel Design Guidelines, 2001).
While there is a large amount of literature available that can help designers (particularly web
designers) to understand principles of usability, the same cannot be said for principles of visual
design. Sutcliffe (2001, p. 189) argues the reason for this is because the visual design
community follows an “experiential approach” rather than an engineering design philosophy.
This means that articulating design principles is contentious and not encouraged. Despite this,
he has developed a set of heuristics for attractiveness and aesthetic design based on
recommendations by Kristof and Satran (1995, as cited in Sutcliffe, 2001) and Mullet and Sano
(1995).
The heuristics created by Sutcliffe (2001, 2002) have been used to assess the visual design of
web pages in a few studies (De Angeli et al., 2006; Hartmann et al., 2007; Sutcliffe, 2001, 2002)
and are intended to be combined with additional usability heuristics. There are however only 7
heuristics specifically for visual design and Sutcliffe (2001) admits that “further research is
required on articulating the design properties of attractiveness and aesthetics across different
designs and user groups” (p. 197).
Another problem in trying to understand the nuances of visual design is identified by Pandir
and Knight (2006). They carried out a study into web page aesthetics, to try and determine the
factors that shape user preferences. They discovered low levels of agreement on pleasure and
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interestingness judgements between subjects, leading them to conclude that aesthetic
preferences are highly subjective and it is very hard, if not impossible to make generalisations
about aesthetic qualities. Furthermore, Korsmeyer (2001, as cited in Pandir and Knight, 2006)
suggests that aesthetic judgements are more diverse then non-aesthetic judgements, because
there is more variation in taste.
While visual design is a complex and diverse field in itself, researchers such as Hartson (1998),
have recognised that in order to advance the field of HCI, practitioners are going to have to
learn new skills such as visual design, or at least have an understanding of the principles so
that they can work alongside visual designers more effectively. After all, if you cannot attract a
user to stay on a website, it does not matter how well designed operational usability may be
(Sutcliffe, 2001).

2.7 Summary
Non-utilitarian design is receiving a great deal of attention at present in the field of humancomputer interaction. As a result, the uneasy relationship between usability and aesthetics is
starting to solidify and become more defined. Despite these recent improvements, a lot of
research is still in its infancy and other areas are yet to be explored.
An important part of understanding how aesthetics relates to user experience is being able to
measure aesthetics and offer guidance in applying aesthetic design to user interfaces. At
present, there are not many methods or tools at the disposal of HCI practitioners that are
suited to these tasks.
Researchers such as Sutcliffe (2001), Lavie and Tractinsky (2004) have recognised how
essential it is to develop aesthetic measures in order to progress the understanding of user
experience. Yet it is not only important to be able to measure aesthetics, the lessons learnt
from research must also be able to be applied in design. To facilitate this it is important to
consider approaches that are used in industry, such as heuristic evaluations.

3. The Present Study
This study consists of two parts, designed to explore two different, but complementary areas
of aesthetics in relation to website design.
The first part of this study aims to explore the immediacy of first impressions of web pages,
while also validating the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire developed by Monk (personal
communication, June 13, 2007). As discussed in Section 2.5, very few studies in the field of HCI
have explored ways in which aesthetics can be measured and even fewer have taken a
materials analysis approach. The study by Plumley (2006) began work on validating the
constructs of AttrakDiff Lite using subjects analysis and this study will build upon Plumley’s
previous work, using a similar paradigm to carry out materials analysis using the questionnaire.
In this first study, participants were shown 30 web pages for 50 milliseconds each and the web
pages were then assessed using the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire. As the questionnaire is still
being developed, a factor analysis was carried out using the data gathered during the study to
see if responses to the questions loaded onto the expected factors.
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The second part of this study involved creating a set of heuristics for analysing visual design
based on the principles outlined by Mullet and Sano (1995), in their book “Designing Visual
Interfaces”. The aim was to create a set of visual design guidelines that HCI practitioners can
use to perform a rapid formative or summative evaluation of visual design, as a supplement to
a usability evaluation.
In this second study, after the visual design heuristics had been developed, they were piloted
by 12 HCI practitioners, who used them to analyse five of the web pages from the first part of
the study. After confirming that the judgements for each of the heuristics were stable across
participants, all 30 of the web pages from the first study then underwent expert review by 2
HCI practitioners using the heuristics.
The results from both the first and second studies were then compared to reinforce the
validation of both the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire and the visual design heuristics.

4. The AttrakDiff Lite Questionnaire
The AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire is a shortened version of the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire
(Hassenzahl et al. 2003; Hassenzahl, 2004), developed by Professor Monk of York University
(personal communication, June 13, 2007). It contains ten items presented on a 7-point bi-polar
verbal anchor scale, designed to measure hedonic qualities, pragmatic qualities, as well as
overall beauty and goodness (see Figure 1).

Pragmatic Quality Anchors
Confusing – Clearly Structured
Unpredictable – Predictable
Simple – Complicated
Practical – Impractical

Hedonic Quality – Identification Anchors
Stylish – Tacky
Cheap – Premium

Hedonic Quality – Stimulation Anchors
Dull – Captivating
Creative – Unimaginative

Overall Appeal
Bad – Good
Ugly – Beautiful
Figure 1: Items of the AttrakDiff Lite Questionnaire

The questionnaire contains four attribute groups: pragmatic, hedonic identification, hedonic
stimulation and overall appeal. Pragmatic attributes are related to the user’s need to achieve
behavioural goals, which requires utility and usability. Thus a product which has the traditional
usability aspects of efficiency, effectiveness and learnability is perceived as pragmatic. Hedonic
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attributes on the other hand are related to the user’s self. In a product, stimulation comes
from a sense of novelty and challenge, while identification comes from an ability to effectively
communicate identity and values to others. The questionnaire’s fourth attribute group is
overall appeal, which aims to measure beauty and goodness. Beauty and goodness are high
level evaluative constructs which have varying definitions in HCI. Hassenzahl (2004) states that
goodness is a combination of hedonic identification, perceived usability and mental effort
(which is related to actual usability), while beauty is solely related to hedonic identification,
however there are undoubtedly other factors at work, such as cultural influences.

5. Study 1 – Materials Analysis
5.1 Participants
There were 15 participants, 7 men and 8 women. All participants had previous experience with
using websites and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

5.2 Apparatus
All participants were tested on a Toshiba Satellite A100-049 laptop with a 1.66 GHz Intel Core 2
Duo processor, 2Gb RAM, NVIDIA GeForce Go 7300 graphics card and a 15.4” WXGA TFT
display with a native resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels in 32bit colour.
The experiment was designed using the software package E-Prime, version 2.0, which
presented screen-shots of the chosen web pages, controlled display time and collected user
responses to the questionnaire.
Screen-shots of web pages were collected using a software package called SnagIt, version 8.2.

5.3 Materials
Screen-shots of 100 web pages, which varied in both aesthetic appeal and usability, were
gathered at the beginning of the study. The web pages were selected at random from a
number of sources, including the Webby Awards, which are “international award honouring
excellence on the Internet”, WebPagesThatSuck.com which contains examples of bad
aesthetics and usability and also from pre-existing bookmarks/favourites.
From the initial sample of 100 web pages, 30 were chosen as stimuli for the experiment. It was
determined that 30 web pages were enough to make the study statistically sound, as 15
participants completing the questionnaire for each web page would generate a total of 450
responses. 20 of the websites were chosen because they had good-to-excellent aesthetics and
the remaining 10 had poor aesthetics. The aesthetic ratings were determined based on the
awards and reviews from the two source websites, together with a brief expert review. A full
list of the web pages used can be seen in Appendix 4.
The web pages covered a variety of topics including: design, e-commerce, news and travel.
Screen-shots of the web pages were taken within an Internet Explorer 7 browser at a
resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels in 32bit colour. The screen-shots were captured using SnagIt
software, which captured only the content of the web pages, discarding the interface of the
browser.
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5.4 Procedure
Participants were tested individually, with sessions lasting 20 minutes on average. After
reading a briefing explaining the purpose of the study, participants then signed a consent form
if they were happy to continue.
Participants were then seated in front of the computer and allowed to adjust the seating and
monitor until they were comfortable.
So that participants could become fully accustomed to the format of the experiment, including
the speed at which the stimuli would be presented and the questionnaire style, they
completed 4 practice runs of the trail. The participants were presented with 4 web pages for
50 ms, which were selected at random and not part of the main trial. Each web page was
followed by the 10 questions that are part of the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire. The participants
answered each question by clicking on a corresponding 7-point Likert scale.
After completing the practice runs, participants were informed that the actual trial was about
to begin and their responses would be recorded. Participants were then shown 30 web pages
for 50 ms in a random order, each web page was followed by the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire.
Users controlled their own progression through the trial, after beginning the trial a blank
screen was shown for 1 second, and then a web page was displayed for 50 milliseconds
followed instantly by the questionnaire, which acted as a visual mask, preventing any afterimage. After completing all the questions, the participant clicked “Next” at which point a blank
screen was shown for 1 second, then the next web page was displayed for 50 milliseconds
followed instantly by the questionnaire.
After they had completed the session, the participants were debriefed and thanked for their
participation.

5.5 Results
A factor analysis was performed in order to try and validate the constructs present in the
AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire. Each of the 15 participants had completed the questionnaire for
30 web pages, making a total of 450 responses. The data from these responses was used to
perform a principal components analysis, the results of which can be seen in Figure 2.
The initial principle components analysis revealed that there were definitely two clear factors
present, the two-factor solution explained 86.7% of the total variance. A good guide for the
quality of the factors is to consider the amount of variance the factors account for. A
satisfactory result in social sciences is 60% or above (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham,
2005). The factors found here account for 86.7% of the variance and thus have good
explanatory power for the data collected.
However, two of the questionnaire items, Practical – Impractical and Unpredictable –
Predictable were loading on both factors (cross-loading). To try and resolve this conflict, a
second analysis was performed, this time using direct oblimin rotation. The results can be seen
in Figure 3.
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Component Matrix
Component
1

2

Confusing – Clearly Structured

.872

-.379

Dull – Captivating

.338

.869

Practical – Impractical

-.627

.679

Stylish – Tacky

-.923

-.290

Cheap – Premium

.949

.094

Bad – Good

.958

.137

Unpredictable – Predictable

.759

-.577

Simple – Complicated

-.593

.317

Ugly – Beautiful

.919

.330

Creative – Unimaginative

-.325

-.913

Figure 2: Table of Component Matrix showing the loadings of the items from the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire

Pattern Matrix
Component
1

2

Confusing – Clearly Structured

.954

-.021

Dull – Captivating

-.143

.941

Practical – Impractical

-.891

.395

Stylish – Tacky

-.661

-.624

Cheap – Premium

.782

.451

Bad – Good

.767

.494

Unpredictable – Predictable

.954

-.249

Simple – Complicated

-.679

.070

Ugly – Beautiful

.636

.659

Creative – Unimaginative

.177

-.977

Figure 3: Table of rotated Pattern Matrix showing the loadings of the items from the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

The rotation cleared up the results a little but there were still some anomalies.
All of the pragmatic quality items, as well as the overall appeal item Bad – Good, load onto
factor 1. Both of the hedonic identification items, Stylish – Tacky and Cheap – Premium also
load onto factor 1, although Stylish – Tacky loads onto factor 2 almost equally.
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Factor 2 contains all the hedonic stimulation items and the overall appeal item Ugly –
Beautiful.
Factor 1 consists of primarily pragmatic components and factor 2 consists of hedonic
components, but there was not a clear split between pragmatic and hedonic items as
expected. Figure 4 shows the split between the questionnaire items.

Factors
Factor 1

Factor 2

Item

Type

Item

Type

Confusing – Clearly Structured

PQ

Dull – Captivating

HQS

Practical – Impractical

PQ

Creative – Unimaginative

HQS

Stylish – Tacky

HQI

Ugly – Beautiful

OA

Cheap – Premium

HQI

Bad – Good

OA

Unpredictable – Predictable

PQ

Simple – Complicated

PQ

Figure 4: Table showing loading of items onto the two extracted components, together with their expected type.
Note: Items in italics are cross-loaded.
Key: PQ = Pragmatic Quality, HQI = Hedonic Quality Identification, HQS = Hedonic Quality Stimulation, OA = Overall
Appeal

5.6 Discussion
The factor analysis has produced some unexpected and interesting results. After performing
principle components analysis with direct oblimin rotation, all of the items expected to be
pragmatic components were clearly loaded onto factor 1. However, the same cannot be said
for the items that were expected to be hedonic components. The hedonic identification item,
Stylish – Tacky was quite evenly loaded onto both factors, although slightly more so onto
factor 1. While the other hedonic identification item, Cheap – Premium loaded even more
highly on factor 1. This is in contrast to both the hedonic stimulation items, Dull – Captivating
and Creative – Unimaginative, which both loaded highly on factor 2. The two overall appeal
items loaded as expected. Bad – Good was quite evenly loaded onto both factors with a
slightly higher loading on factor 1, and Ugly – Beautiful loaded onto factor 2.
Despite the cross-loadings of two items, it should be noted that the two factors discovered are
clearly defined in terms of their independence as there is negligible general correlation
between factor 1 and 2 (r = .135).
A previous study by Plumley (2006) which employed a similar paradigm in order to validate the
AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire, had found that “all items on the questionnaire behaved as they
were expected to” (p. 22). This meant that all items believed to be pragmatic components
loaded onto one factor, while all items believed to be hedonic components loaded onto
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another. It is important to note however, that Plumley performed a subjects analysis, where as
this study used materials analysis.
These differences raise more questions. For example, Plumley (2006) found that the overall
appeal item, Bad – Good loaded more heavily on the hedonic factor and argued that this
showed that the judgements of goodness before interaction were based mainly on hedonic
qualities. However, this study found that Bad – Good was quite evenly loaded onto both
factors with a slightly higher loading on factor 1, which contains mostly pragmatic
components. This finding is similar to that of Hassenzahl (2004, p.330) who states that
“goodness seems to be a consequence of the presence of pragmatic and hedonic attributes”.
Although it seems strange that both hedonic identification items would load onto the same
factor as all of the pragmatic items, there is some evidence to suggest that this is more than
just an anomalous occurrence.
The items Stylish – Tacky and Cheap – Premium seem to rate very similar attributes based on
their wording, they are also highly correlated (r = -.924, p = .000). The negative correlation
comes from the fact that their positive and negative anchors are at opposite ends. See
Appendix 1 for a full table of correlations.
Another interesting point to note is that both hedonic identification items, Stylish – Tacky and
Cheap – Premium are highly correlated with the overall appeal item Ugly – Beautiful (r = -.947
and r = .898 respectively). This relates to the findings of Hassenzahl (2004), who states that
“beauty solely depends on the product’s apparent ability to communicate identity” (p. 330).
Furthermore, both Stylish – Tacky and Cheap – Premium are also highly correlated with the
overall appeal item Bad – Good (r = -.917 and r = .943 respectively). Again, Hassenzahl (2004)
also found hedonic quality identification was significantly correlated with goodness.
The results also indicate that the items Stylish – Tacky and Ugly – Beautiful have a complex
structure because of their cross-loadings.
Although it is not possible to fully explain the reason for the factor analysis result without
further testing, there are a number of possible explanations.
The differences between the factor loadings in this study and that of Plumley (2006) are mostlikely a result of the fact that Plumley’s study used subjects analysis, whereas this study used
materials analysis. Another difference in Plumley’s study is that the web pages used were all
related in terms of category, as they were all taken from travel websites. This study however,
used web pages covering a variety of different topics including: design, e-commerce, news and
travel. It is possible that certain website categories have a style that is predisposed to
communicating visual attributes after a very short exposure time. Further analysis of the
results for individual classes of websites would need to be undertaken to determine if this was
a factor.
It may be that some of the questions are not working in the way that they should. The KaiserMeyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (MSA) indicates that this is not the case because
the values for the individual variables range from .648 to .858 and the overall MSA for the set
of variables is .789 (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2005).
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Perhaps 50 milliseconds was not enough time for participants to make accurate ratings across
each of the questionnaire items for the web pages. However, this seems unlikely given
previous findings (Plumley, 2006) and the high correlations between similar questionnaire
items.
Another possibility is that the exposure time of 50 milliseconds was not enough for
participants to make individual judgements about all of the items on the AttrakDiff Lite
questionnaire. Instead the web page images left each participant with an overall impression,
which they then relayed when answering the questionnaire. Evidence for this comes from the
fact that questionnaire items which were intended to be measuring the same factors are highly
correlated, even though the components did not split across factors in the way that was
expected.
It may be that the two hedonic identification items, Stylish – Tacky and Cheap – Premium need
further development within the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire. However, a study by Lavie &
Tractinsky (2004) defined aesthetics as having two different dimensions, which they referred
to as “classical aesthetics” and “expressive aesthetics”. Classical aesthetics emphasises order
and clear design, while expressive aesthetics comes from a designer’s creativity and originality.
The results from their study showed that the “classical aesthetics dimension is more closely
related to perceived usability relative to the expressive aesthetics dimension” (p. 292). By
comparing the findings of Lavie & Tractinsky (2004) with those of this study, it could be argued
that the two hedonic stimulation items are measuring expressive aesthetics, whereas the two
hedonic identification items may be measuring classical aesthetics. This could explain why the
hedonic identification components in this study are more highly correlated with some of the
pragmatic components than they are with the hedonic stimulation components.
Further testing would need to be carried out in order to determine exactly why the factor
analysis results are this way. A study using the same paradigm, but with a larger sample size
may help. In addition, further studies with varying exposure times to the stimuli could also be
beneficial to understanding the results.
The second study attempted to explore the results of the factor analysis further by comparing
factor scores with the data from a heuristic analysis of visual design.

6. Study 2 – Developing Heuristics for Visual Design
6.1 Background
Despite the fact that non-utilitarian aspects of design have been gaining more attention from
HCI researchers and practitioners, there are few analytical processes or tools for assessing web
page aesthetics and none that have been widely accepted.
Design of information systems, particularly the user interface is often compared to
architectural design (Tractinsky et al., 2000) which is one of the greatest showcases of
aesthetics. Buildings that are purely functional and lack aesthetic considerations are generally
viewed as soulless, dull and a detriment to their surroundings. Yet, despite this comparison
there is still an uneasy relationship between form and function in HCI. This relationship needs
to be addressed, as Tractinsky et al. (2000) suggest, people are introduced to a building by its
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facade, and they also experience the “facade” (p. 140) of an interface first. It is what presents
the first visual indications of what a user can expect from a system.
Guidelines exist for usability (e.g. “Top Ten Guidelines for Homepage Usability,” 2002) and
accessibility (“Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0,” 1999), therefore it would seem the
next logical step to provide HCI related guidelines for visual design and other non-utilitarian
aspects. Of course preferences for non-utilitarian aspects are arguably much more subjective,
but this does not mean it is not worth developing guidelines to aid HCI practitioners in
analysing these elements.
It is clear from emerging literature that aesthetics can affect perceptions of usability, although
the exact reasons as to how and why are still in dispute. As a result, it would be helpful for HCI
practitioners to be able to assess visual design, even if it is at a basic level, in order to combine
this assessment with their knowledge of usability. This can ensure that visual design elements
are working to enhance, rather than hinder usability. Another compelling factor for taking a
greater interest in visual design is discussed by Hassenzahl (2001), who found that
incorporating hedonic quality into usability assessments fostered a better relationship with
clients’ marketing departments. It may also help to improve the relationship between usability
engineers and graphic designers.
As discussed in Section 2.5, there have been some attempts to develop means of measuring
website aesthetics, but most of these have been focused on understanding the effect of
aesthetics on usability, and have not sought to aid HCI practitioners with visual design. Sutcliffe
(2001, 2002) developed two sets of heuristics, which aimed to address the lack of guidance on
aesthetic design for HCI practitioners. The first set of heuristics covered general aesthetic
design while the second set covered content. While Sutcliffe’s efforts are to be commended in
identifying and attempting to address a need in the HCI community, the heuristics themselves
lack impact, focus and detail. There are only 7 heuristics related to aesthetic design, and
because there are so few, they are disjointed and miss out several key visual design principles.
As a result, the heuristics are of limited usefulness and have only been used in studies where
Sutcliff himself has been involved (De Angeli et al., 2006; Hartmann et al., 2007; Sutcliffe, 2001,
2002).
Study 2 pursued similar goals to Sutcliffe (2001, 2002), which lead to the development of visual
design heuristics that are based on the principles in “Designing Visual Interfaces” by Mullet
and Sano (1995). The main priority for the heuristics was for them to be cohesive and
understandable by HCI practitioners with little existing visual design knowledge. Given the
subjective nature of aesthetics the aim was not to create a rigid formula for visual design of
web pages, instead the heuristics are intended to be used as a rapid formative or summative
evaluation of visual design and as a supplement to usability assessments.
Due to the nature of visual design, the heuristics that were developed still rely somewhat on
the practitioner’s personal judgement, although the same can be said for usability heuristics.
The nature and scope of this study means that the visual design heuristics that were developed
are not presented as a definitive answer, but rather as exploratory guidelines that also provide
groundwork for future development and refinement.
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6.2 Developing the heuristics
The heuristics were developed by first assessing the 22 visual design principles in “Designing
Visual Interfaces” by Mullet and Sano (1995). The principles were created to help anyone “to
enhance the visual quality of graphical user interfaces” (p. xi), by using techniques that are
often used by practitioners of communication-oriented visual design. Mullet and Sano
developed their principles by drawing on aesthetics approaches in graphic design, industrial
design and architecture.
Although the principles are described as being “truly generic” (Mullet & Sano, 1995, p. xiii),
they were written before widespread adoption of the Internet and thus do not take websites
into account. Therefore the first step was to assess which principles could be applied to visual
design of websites.
18 out of the 22 visual design principles were chosen as a result of this first analysis. These 18
principles were then used to develop the heuristics. This was done by first researching existing
usability heuristics, including Nielsen’s Heuristics for User Interface Design (Nielsen, 2005) and
the heuristics found in ISO 9241-110 ("ISO 9241: Part 110," 2007). In addition to this, Sutcliffe’s
(2001) Attractiveness Heuristics and the Apple Human Interface Guidelines (2007) were also
reviewed. The 18 visual design principles were then reformulated and written out in the style
of heuristic statements, similar to those in the usability heuristics.
After the first draft of the heuristics was complete, they underwent review by 3 HCI
practitioners who also had experience with visual design. As a result of this review, one of the
heuristics was removed because it was deemed too similar to another. Also, some of the
wording was revised and examples were added to make the heuristics easier to understand
and use. The first draft of the heuristics can be found in Appendix 2.
The expert review resulted in a final set of 17 visual design heuristics, which can be found in
Appendix 3.

6.3 Pilot
After the visual design principles had been developed, a pilot study was carried out to confirm
their validity and inter-rater reliability.
12 participants took part in the pilot, 5 men and 7 women, all of whom were HCI practitioners.
The participants completed a web-based questionnaire, which consisted of the 17 heuristics,
each accompanied with a 7-point Likert scale, with bi-polar verbal anchors ranging from
“Extremely Bad” to “Extremely Good”. The participants were asked to use the visual design
heuristics to rate 5 of the web pages from the first study. The 5 web pages used varied in their
usability, aesthetics and style.
The data gathered from the pilot was then used to generate statistics. The range and
interquartile range (IQR) of the ratings given by participants was analysed to determine
whether the participants had made similar judgements using the heuristics.
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Ranges of Ratings: Websites
Web page

Average Range

Average IQR

Heuristic Score

brown.edu

4

2

76.84

direct.gov.uk

4

2

75.24

guardian.co.uk

2

1

96.4

wetestit.com

3

2

36.59

yellowstonepark.com

3

1

90.76

Figure 5: Average ranges of web page ratings and heuristic scores from the pilot heuristic analysis

Figure 5 shows the average range and interquartile range of responses across each of the web
pages. It also shows the heuristic score, which is the sum of the average rating for each of the
17 heuristics.
The results show that the web pages, guardian.co.uk and yellowstone.com received the
highest aesthetics ratings, with wetestit.com receiving the lowest rating. This result was in line
with expectations.
There was a differing amount of agreement between participant’s ratings across each of the
web pages, although the interquartile range shows that overall they were very similar.
It was the two most aesthetic web pages, guardian.co.uk and yellowstone.com that saw the
highest agreement between participants’ ratings, with the least aesthetic web page receiving
the next highest agreement of ratings. The two web pages with middle ratings had a wider
range of responses, but the interquartile range still showed a good amount of agreement.
This demonstrates that web pages which provoked a stronger positive or negative feeling in
participants received the most similar ratings. Ritterfeld (2002, as cited in Tractinsky et al.,
2006) states that negative influences are stronger during the decision making process, but
although the least aesthetic web page was clearly agreed upon by participants, the highly
aesthetic web pages received more similar ratings.
Figure 6 (on page 25) shows the average range and interquartile range of the average ratings
for each of the 17 heuristics, across all five web pages used in the pilot.
The results show there is a varying amount of agreement between participant’s use of the 17
heuristics, however much like with the ratings of web pages, the interquartile range shows
that overall they were very similar.
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Ranges of Ratings: Heuristics
Heuristic

Average Range

Average IQR

Unity

2

1

Refinement

4

2

Fitness

3

2

Clarity

3

2

Harmony

3

2

Activity

3

2

Restraint

3

2

Grouping

4

2

Hierarchy

4

2

Relationship

3

2

Balance

4

2

Focus

4

2

Flexibility

4

2

Consistent Application

2

1

Distinctiveness

4

2

Integrity

3

1

Appropriateness

3

2

Elegance and Simplicity

Scale, Contrast, Proportion

Organisation and Visual Structure

Module and Program

Style

Figure 6: Average ranges of heuristic scores from the pilot heuristic analysis

6.4 Heuristic Analysis
The pilot study had shown that the heuristics were generating valid judgements and the interrater reliability was at an acceptable level. As a result, the heuristics were then used to analyse
all 30 of the web pages used in the first study.
2 HCI practitioners carried out the heuristic analysis, using the questionnaire designed during
the pilot study.
This analysis was carried out in order to compare the heuristic scores, with factor scores based
on data from the first study. This was done to further develop the heuristics, but also to try
and learn more about the results of the factor analysis from the first study.
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6.5 Results
In order to compare the factor analysis results from the first study with the heuristic analysis
conducted in the second study, scores for factors and heuristics were calculated for each of
the 30 web pages.
The factor scores were generated by adding up the average values for each of the questions
that made up a factor. Whenever a question was negatively phrased, the value was reversed
by subtracting it from eight. The heuristic score was generated by calculating the sum of the
average rating for each of the 17 heuristics. (See Appendix 4 for the table of factor scores
alongside the heuristic scores).
After the factor and heuristic scores had been calculated, a correlational analysis was
performed on the data. Figures 7, 8 and 9 (on pages 26 and 27) show the results that were
obtained.

Scatterplot

Figure 7: Scatterplot showing the relationship between factor scores and heuristic scores
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Correlations

Factor 1 Score

Pearson Correlation

Factor 1
Score

Factor 2
Score

Heuristic
Score

1

.416(*)

.788(**)

.022

.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

Factor 2 Score

Heuristic Score

N

30

30

30

Pearson Correlation

.416(*)

1

.103

Sig. (2-tailed)

.022

N

30

30

30

Pearson Correlation

.788(**)

.103

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.589

N

30

30

.589

30

Figure 8: Correlations of factor and heuristic scores
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 8 shows that factor 1 scores are highly correlated with the heuristic scores, and it also
shows that factor 1 scores are moderately correlated with factor 2 scores. The correlation
between factor 2 scores and the heuristic scores is negligible.

Nonparametric Correlations
Factor 1
Score
Spearman's rho

Factor 1 Score

Factor 2 Score

Heuristic Score

Factor 2
Score

Heuristic
Score

Correlation Coefficient 1.000

.511(**)

.447(*)

Sig. (2-tailed)

.

.004

.013

N

30

30

30

Correlation Coefficient .511(**)

1.000

.085

Sig. (2-tailed)

.004

.

.655

N

30

30

30

Correlation Coefficient .447(*)

.085

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.013

.655

.

N

30

30

30

Figure 9: Nonparametric correlations of factor and heuristic scores
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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The nonparametric correlations in figure 9 show that factor 1 scores are moderately correlated
with factor 2 scores, and it also shows that factor 1 scores are moderately correlated with the
heuristic scores. The correlation between factor 2 scores and the heuristic scores is negligible.

6.6 Discussion
The correlational analysis revealed a high correlation between factor 1 scores and the heuristic
scores (r = .788, p = .000). However, the scatterplots in figure 7 display a fair degree of skew,
which suggests that perhaps the more conservative nonparametric correlation (r = .447) is a
more accurate measure.
Both sets of analysis show moderate correlations between the factor 1 and factor 2 scores. As
expected, this indicates that they are both measuring aesthetics, albeit different aspects.
The moderate to high correlation between factor 1 scores and heuristic scores is particularly
interesting. Participants in the first study were exposed to the stimuli for just 50 milliseconds,
whereas the heuristic analysis in the second study had no restrictions on exposure time.
Participants could observe the web page for as long as they wanted (although they were still
unable to interact with it). Despite these differences, many of the web pages that had high
factor 1 scores, also had high heuristic scores and those with low factor 1 scores had low
heuristic scores (see Appendix 4). This implies that the participants who answered the
questionnaire with only 50 ms exposure to stimuli made similar judgements to the participants
who performed the heuristic analysis, at least with the questions that made-up factor 1.
Although the results are not directly comparable in terms of their magnitude, this does show
that participants in the first study where getting a positive or negative impression within 50ms,
which was consistent with the impression of the participants performing the heuristic analysis.
This supports the findings of Lindgaard et al. (2006) which state that visual appeal can be
assessed in as little as 50 ms. Furthermore, discussion with participants who had completed
the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire in the first study, revealed that they were able to recognise
colours and prominent images on the web pages.
While the heuristic scores were moderately correlated with the factor 1 scores, the correlation
between factor 2 and the heuristic score is negligible. This suggests that the heuristics are
measuring order and clear design, which are associated with factor 1, rather than novelty,
challenge and creativity which are measured by factor 2. This also means that the heuristics
are measuring what Lavie & Tractinsky (2004) would refer to as “classical aesthetics” which are
more closely tied to traditional usability.
Another interesting point that has emerged from the data relates to the comparative ranking
of the web pages used in the study. Without a set exposure time, the heuristic analysis
generated a steady scale of web pages, ranked from most aesthetic to least aesthetic. As
participants were able to progress through the analysis at their own discretion, they were
actively comparing the visual qualities of the web pages, which is reflected in the heuristic
score. The factor scores generated from the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire do not provide the
same fixed rankings. Having a 50 ms exposure time meant that participants were not
comparing web pages, but rather providing individual ratings for each page. This measure was
necessary in order to avoid biasing the questionnaire responses and subsequent factor
analysis, but it does make the factor scores harder to compare. Furthermore, as factor 1 and 2
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are independent, a web page with a high factor 1 score will not necessarily have a high factor 2
score and any comparison of scores must take this into account.
These results show that both the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire and the visual design heuristics
are both performing well in their measurement of aesthetics. The extent of their agreement is
a promising indicator of their success.

7. Limitations of the Present Study
This study was investigating a relatively new area in the field of HCI and as such was very
exploratory in nature. As a result, there were some limitations.
The first part of this study assumed that 50 milliseconds was enough time to make sound
judgements about web pages based on previous research (Lindgaard, et al., 2006) and more
specifically make these judgements consistently using the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire
(Plumley, 2006). Future research into the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire using a materials
analysis approach should look into how different exposure times affect responses to stimuli.
To ensure that participants’ responses to the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire were based on
aesthetics alone, only screen-shots of single web pages were assessed. In order to compare
results from the first and second studies, the same web page stimuli had to be used for the
heuristic analysis. This made some of the heuristics difficult to apply, as they are intended to
be used across whole websites. Furthermore, the questionnaire had to limit participant’s
responses to a numerical scale in order to facilitate the analysis of inter-rater reliability. Ideally
the heuristic analysis responses should not be limited to numerical values.
These limitations were necessary in order to ensure that there were no confounding factors
and keep the study at a manageable scale.
It was also not possible to investigate the affect of interaction on participants’ responses using
the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire or the heuristic analysis. To do so would have made it
impossible to judge whether the responses made were a result of aesthetics or a combination
of aesthetics and usability. Although it was not possible in this study, future research should
look into how interaction can affect the measurement of aesthetics.

8. Conclusions
These two studies were conducted to explore different but complimentary areas of visual
design in relation to HCI, to further the recent expanse of research into non-utilitarian design.
Individually the studies have provided insights into how aesthetics can be measured and
applied to websites.
The first study used a materials analysis approach to validate the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire
and explore the nature of immediate affective reactions, building upon prior research by
Plumley (2006), who had used subjects analysis. A factor analysis of questionnaire responses
revealed there were two factors that explained 86.7% of the variance. However, the
questionnaire items did not all load as expected based on Plumley’s findings. While Plumley
found that that all pragmatic items loaded onto one factor and the hedonic items onto another
factor, this study found that there was not a clear split. Factor 1 contained pragmatic
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components, hedonic identification components and goodness, while factor 2 contained
hedonic stimulation components and beauty.
These differences in findings may be a result of the fact that Plumley’s (2006) study used
subjects analysis, whereas this study used materials analysis. The high correlations between
the two hedonic identification components indicate that this is not an anomalous result and
that they are measuring very similar attributes, which accounts for them being loaded on the
same factor. It may be that the two hedonic identification items need further development, or
it is possible that they could be measuring “classical aesthetics” (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004),
which is closely linked to usability. This would explain the correlation of the hedonic
identification items with pragmatic items. In order to try and gain a full understanding of these
results, further testing is required. Future research involving the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire
should consider exploring how questionnaire answers are affected by varying exposure times
to stimuli.
In the second study, 17 visual design heuristics were created based on the principles in
“Designing Visual Interfaces” by Mullet and Sano (1995). These were developed in response to
a perceived lack of guidelines for HCI practitioners that could help them to understand visual
design in a user experience context. The heuristics underwent expert review and were
validated using a pilot study, after which they were used to perform a heuristic analysis on the
web pages from the first study.
Heuristic scores were then compared to scores based on the factors from the first study. The
heuristic scores were moderately correlated with the factor 1 scores, but the correlation
between factor 2 and the heuristic score is negligible. This suggests that the heuristics are
measuring order and clear design, which are associated with factor 1, rather than novelty,
challenge and creativity which are measured by factor 2. Furthermore, the correlation
between the heuristic scores and factor 1 scores indicates that participants who answered the
AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire with only 50 ms exposure to stimuli, made similar judgements to
the participants who performed the heuristic analysis, which had no fixed stimuli exposure
time. This suggests that visual appeal can be assessed within 50 ms, which mirrors the findings
of Lindgaard et al. (2006).
Although the 17 visual design heuristics provided promising results, they need further
development. Within the scope of this study, they were only used to assess individual web
pages and responses were restricted to a 7-point Likert scale. Although it was necessary for
this study, the visual design heuristic analysis should not be limited to numerical responses, as
they do not provide enough information for improving user experience. Future work on the
heuristics should involve testing them on full websites and exploring the affect that interaction
may have on analysis.
The studies that were undertaken offer a comprehensive look at how website aesthetics can
be assessed by undertaking materials analysis using the AttrakDiff Lite questionnaire, and
through the development of visual design heuristics. These are essential steps in helping to
increase the understanding of how aesthetics can affect user experience.
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Appendix 1: Correlations of AttrakDiff Lite Questions
Confusing –
Clearly
Structured
Confusing – Clearly Structured

Dull –
Captivating

Practical –
Impractical

Stylish –
Tacky

Cheap –
Premium

Bad – Good

Unpredictable
– Predictable

Simple –
Complicated

Ugly –
Beautiful

Creative –
Unimaginative

1

-0.036

-0.775

-0.691

0.762

0.797

0.877

-0.563

0.685

0.072

Dull – Captivating

-0.036

1

0.323

-0.52

0.336

0.424

-0.224

-0.025

0.567

-0.902

Practical – Impractical

-0.775

0.323

1

0.369

-0.511

-0.52

-0.843

0.545

-0.319

-0.387

Stylish – Tacky

-0.691

-0.52

0.369

1

-0.924

-0.92

-0.511

0.418

-0.947

0.546

Cheap – Premium

0.762

0.336

-0.511

-0.924

1

0.943

0.665

-0.447

0.898

-0.383

Bad – Good

0.797

0.424

-0.522

-0.917

0.943

1

0.632

-0.409

0.924

-0.412

Unpredictable – Predictable

0.877

-0.224

-0.843

-0.511

0.665

0.632

1

-0.587

0.509

0.268

-0.563

-0.025

0.545

0.418

-0.447

-0.41

-0.587

1

-0.419

-0.048

Ugly – Beautiful

0.685

0.567

-0.319

-0.947

0.898

0.924

0.509

-0.419

1

-0.585

Creative – Unimaginative

0.072

-0.902

-0.387

0.546

-0.383

-0.41

0.268

-0.048

-0.585

1

Simple – Complicated
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Appendix 2: Draft Visual Design Heuristics
Elegance and Simplicity


Unity
The design components should all have a similar look and feel and work together
towards a common purpose.



Refinement
The design should not contain anything that is not essential to the communication
task.
Note: Removing visual cues can be disorienting, therefore removing or hiding elements
should not be done at the expense of visual affordances.



Fitness
The design should fit the task and the target audience.

Scale, Contrast, Proportion


Clarity
The message or purpose of the design should be easy to perceive.



Harmony
The relationship between all elements should be clearly ordered and fit together to
form a cohesive design.



Activity
Contrast between graphical elements should be used to help users maintain
orientation and context.



Restraint
The design should not contain unnecessary elements used simply for decoration or
because the technology is available.

Organisation and Visual Structure


Grouping
Similar elements should be grouped together contextually and effective use should be
made of negative space.
Note: Grouping elements into units helps users deal with large amounts of information
more effectively.



Hierarchy
Elements should be ordered in a hierarchy of perceptual prominence, corresponding
to the intended reading sequence.



Relationship
Visual elements should be positioned so that the relationship between each element is
discernable with only a minimal use of labelling.
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Balance
Design elements should be balanced in either a symmetrical or asymmetrical layout,
throughout the site.
Note: Symmetrical layouts achieve balance automatically, whereas asymmetrical
layouts require careful manipulation of design elements to compensate for differences
in size, position and value.

Module and Program


Focus
The design’s structure should be predictable and explicit, by providing consistent sizing
and positioning of user interface elements.



Flexibility
The layout of the design should allow for flexibility and change without disrupting the
harmony of the design.



Consistent Application
Visual elements should be consistent throughout the design, in appearance, placement
and meaning.
Note: This makes it easier for users to interpret and respond to the interface.

Style


Distinctiveness
In order to establish a visual and conceptual identity, a style must be easily
recognisable throughout the design.



Integrity
The design elements should form a style that is internally consistent and each of the
elements should be well integrated to ensure a unified visual experience.
Note: This means creating a Website that conforms to relevant standards and has a
consistent appearance across multiple operating systems and browsers.



Comprehensiveness
The style used must be applied throughout the design.



Appropriateness
Visual language elements should be matched to the target audience, ensuring that
they enhance rather than hinder communication with the user.
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Appendix 3: Final Visual Design Heuristics
Visual Design Heuristics
Version 1.2
Based on “Designing Visual Interfaces” by Mullet and Sano (1995)

Elegance and Simplicity


Unity
The design components should all have a similar look and feel and work together
towards a common purpose.
Example: The same visual language elements should be used throughout the Website.



Refinement
The design should not contain anything that is not essential to the communication
task.
Note: Removing visual cues can be confusing, therefore removing or hiding elements
should not be done at the expense of visual affordances.
Example: Extraneous details which do not form an essential part of the Website, either
functionally or aesthetically should be removed.



Fitness
The design should fit the task and the target audience.
Example: Design elements should relate to the main purpose of the Website and the
expected visitors.

Scale, Contrast, Proportion


Clarity
The message or purpose of the design should be easy to understand.
Example: The purpose of the Website should be easy for a visitor to determine. In
addition, interactive elements should be clearly distinguishable in both form and
function.



Harmony
The relationship between all elements should be clearly ordered and fit together to
form a cohesive design.
Example: Users should be able to see clearly how individual parts of the Website relate
to each other.
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Activity
Contrast between graphical elements should be used to help users maintain
orientation and context.
Example: Contrasting colours can be used to make it easy for users to distinguish
between different areas of focus.



Restraint
The design should not contain unnecessary elements used simply for decoration or
because the technology is available.
Example: Using animation just because it can be done, has no real benefit to the
design.

Organisation and Visual Structure


Grouping
Similar elements should be grouped together contextually and effective use should be
made of negative space.
Note: Grouping elements into units helps users deal with large amounts of information
more effectively.
Example: High level structures help to familiarise the user with the interface and allow
them to plan where they want to focus their attention.



Hierarchy
Elements should be ordered in a hierarchy of perceived importance, corresponding to
the intended reading sequence.
Example: The most important elements must draw the user in first.



Relationship
Visual elements should be positioned so that the relationship between each element is
discernable with only a minimal use of labelling.
Example: Aspects such as position, size and colour can be used to imply relationships
between elements and the eye is particularly sensitive to alignment.



Balance
Design elements should be balanced in either a symmetrical or asymmetrical layout,
throughout the site.
Note: Symmetrical layouts achieve balance automatically, whereas asymmetrical
layouts require careful manipulation of design elements to compensate for differences
in size, position and value.
Example: If the visual weight of elements on each side of the centre axis is equal, then
an impression of balance is guaranteed.
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Module and Program


Focus
The design’s structure should be predictable and explicit, by providing consistent sizing
and positioning of user interface elements, so that points of focus are easy to
determine.
Example: The Website should have a rhythm and regularity, in order to assist the user
to focus their visual attention.



Flexibility
The layout of the design should allow for flexibility and change without disrupting the
harmony of the design.
Example: The design template should allow for future changes and expansion, both in
the design and potential content.



Consistent Application
Visual elements should be consistent throughout the design, in appearance, placement
and meaning.
Note: This makes it easier for users to interpret and respond to the interface.
Example: Using the same visual elements throughout the Website will mean that they
become familiar to the user even after minimal exposure.

Style


Distinctiveness
In order to establish a visual and conceptual identity, a style must be easily
recognisable throughout the design.
Example: A design which has visual impact can be easily recognised at a glance.



Integrity
The design elements should form a style that is internally consistent and each of the
elements should be well integrated to ensure a unified visual experience.
Note: This means creating a Website that conforms to relevant standards and has a
consistent appearance across multiple operating systems and browsers.



Appropriateness
Visual language elements should be matched to the target audience, ensuring that
they enhance rather than hinder communication with the user.
Example: Children cannot make subtle perceptual distinctions required by a
sophisticated design, while adults can become distracted and annoyed by visual design
aimed at children.
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Appendix 4: Factor and Heuristic Scores
Website
adobe.com
amazon.co.uk
apple.com/macosx/leopard
atomfilms.com
brown.edu
channel4.com
digg.com
direct.gov.uk
dokimos.org/ajff
ebuyer.com
expedia.co.uk
gamasutra.com
globalaigs.org
guardian.co.uk
kayak.co.uk
last.fm
longscycle.com
microsoft.com/windowsvista
mozilla.org
nationalgeographic.com
news.bbc.co.uk
newzealand.com/travel/UK-Ireland
nytimes.com
photography.si.edu
saltinstitute.org
uclic.ucl.ac.uk
useit.com
w3.org
wetestit.com
yellowstonepark.com
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Factor 1 Score Factor 2 Score Heuristic Score
29.27
10.87
96.50
31.53
12.13
86.50
30.87
15.20
99.50
29.93
14.13
78.00
31.53
14.40
75.00
32.13
13.80
78.00
26.67
8.07
99.00
28.27
9.80
87.50
18.53
11.60
34.00
27.47
9.93
96.50
32.53
11.80
89.00
26.53
9.07
65.00
22.93
10.67
63.00
32.67
12.73
97.50
26.60
7.53
97.50
29.20
10.93
100.00
21.40
9.67
30.50
31.33
13.33
96.50
31.07
9.73
102.50
33.47
13.40
93.00
32.07
10.60
89.50
31.33
13.07
99.00
33.13
11.07
91.00
29.20
12.60
91.00
22.33
13.33
47.00
31.80
10.93
92.00
26.93
8.07
76.00
26.27
7.47
76.50
23.40
9.93
35.50
30.80
14.07
92.50
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